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Design is about inspiration, originality and creating a client’s vision. 
My personal inspiration for design comes from meeting new people, 
traveling, experiencing di�erent cultures and paying attention to de-
tails. My love of travelling and passion for design facilitates my ability 
to create and work with di�erent clients. �e fact that there is no limit 
in design pushes my creativity, continued education and inspires my 
design growth. My design style stems from a culmination of my trav-
els, meeting new people, and bringing vision to life.

Tel:                         (604) 719-4941
Email:                   navjotkhangura@gmail.com
Web:                     http://navjotkhangura.wix.com/interior-design--por

CONTACT



Design is a plan for arranging elements in such a way as best 
to accomplish a particular purpose.                                                         

                                                  -  Charles Eames
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EDUCATION 



ENTRANCE



The design basis is about cell structure, 
All living things are composed of cells. 
Cells are the basic units of life and all 
tissues and organs are composed of 
cells. It has many structures inside then 
which are called organelles. These or-
ganelles are like organs in a human 
and they help the cells stay alive. Each 
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RIDGEVIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL



THE SPACEDESIGN INTENT

The design intent is to use the ele-
ment of the cell structure and create 
a comfortable and open layout for 
the teachers and students. The open 
spaces will allow more accessibility 
and organization of the layout. 

Considering the overall space of the school 
and its individual rooms, the storage needs 
to be organized, so its better  functioned. The 
gym area needs a stage that could be mov-
able, also seating (bleachers).  Also the the 
students need a areas where they can hang-
out and study, breakout areas. 
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FLOOR PLAN

Phase one is where i will focus on the gym, 
storage, change rooms and the breakout.

PHASE ONE 

PHASE TWO
In phase two, the focus will be the classroom, 
to incorporate breakout spaces in between 
the classrooms and design more flexible 
space for the students and teachers

PHASE THREE 
Phase three, will be focusing on the   land-
scape to create a vegetable garden for kids to 
learn about growing and planting.
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SCHEMATIC LAYOUT PLAN A

�e overall design concept is to create a 
design which re�ects simplicity and ele-
gance, most importantly the o�ce should 
re�ect their design ethos and business 
principles of the company.  To achieve 
the design the �rm is look for I would 
like to use manipulation of shape and 
form and combination of the vitrine ele-
ment to create an aesthetic yet practical 
display unit. �e concept is to use clean 
lines, accessory free space, and  cool co-
lours, furniture's that has modern design 
elements to create the style of the o�ce 
space. To essence of modern interior de-
sign include basic shapes, functional lines 
and curves, glass and frosted glass it to be 
used through out  the space  to enhance 
the look. �e o� will utilize the principles 
of open design allowing natural light to 
�ow within the entire space to achieve an 
open communication.
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RESIDENTIAL  





�e Jones's are an Italian catholic family of six, who have 
recently bought a new 3900 sq. �. condo in Vancouver and 
would like me to design it according to their needs. Robert 
and Michael have two twin daughters, Elizabeth and Mar-
garet, who both are in High school  and there son Charles, 
who is in elementary. �e whole family loves music and 
play all kinds of instruments, so they want the whole 
house sound proofed, would like a piano where the whole 
family can sit and enjoy. Praying and reading is a big part 
of their lives, so they want a private room where it’s quite 
to pray and read, also where they can store all the books. 
�ey would also like display their art and pictures around 
the house. Lastly there dog snowball needs a bed in the 
laundry room with a spread bath area for him and storage 
for all there activity equipment. 
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When talking about the concept for the jones, history and art comes to my mind. �ere Italian heritage and their passion for art and 
music brings out a lot of character out of each member’s personality. My concept wants balance the old art history of Italy and the her-
itage aspects of the Vancouver building. Create a home with a positive space, where it’s easy to escape the stress of the world and be 
free mentally and physically. �e home is a great space for family to bond, allowing a relaxed and open mind to take in the purest form 
of beauty known as family.  I plan to incorporate the emotional attachment with religion and culture aspect in the design, to create a 
strong and traditional environment. Where the family can balance their life style with comfort and elegance. �ere emotional trust to 
rely on each other to succeed and �ourish to grow in a healthy and vigorous way.  To create an escape from the demands of an incredi-
bly busy life. Where is would be calm, and quit and breezy. To take away the darkness by create natural light to inspirational belief. 
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